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Table Plugin Pricing Plans

wpDataTables is the #1 Tables & Charts Plugin for WordPress used by 70,000+ websites since 2013 to visualize financial, scientific, statistical, commercial and other complex tabular datasets.





































up to 40% off






Basic Lifetime







$**




$**






$**



1 domain

Lifetime premium support and Lifetime updates


Buy Now

Buy wpDataTables only
Get more discounts in a Bundle





	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support









up to 50% off






Basic







$**




$**






$**



1 Domain / Year

1 year of premium support and monthly updates

Buy Now

	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support















up to 40% off
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$**




$**
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3 domains

Lifetime premium support and Lifetime updates


Buy Now

Buy wpDataTables only
Get more discounts in a Bundle





	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support









up to 50% off
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$**




$**
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3 Domains / Year

1 year of premium support and monthly updates

Buy Now

	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support

















up to 50% off






Developer







$**




$**






$**



Unlimited Domains / Year

1 year of premium support and monthly updates

Buy Now

	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support









up to 40% off






Developer Lifetime







$**




$**






$**



Unlimited domains

Lifetime premium support and Lifetime updates


Buy Now

Buy wpDataTables only
Get more discounts in a Bundle





	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support
























Can't decide which plan is right for you?


Try Out wpDataTables Free Version
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Upon purchase, you will receive an instant download link and an invoice in your inbox, and access to our online store where you will be able to download the plugin, check your subscription status, or cancel at any time.















wpDataTables is recognized as an outstanding table and charts plugin by the WordPress community 
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In my opinion, the tables wpDataTables generates look amazing. They have been optimized for tablets and smartphones so will look great on any device.
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The main benefit of the wpDataTables is that it works with any WordPress Theme,it creates a responsive table in WordPress in a matter of minutes, and using it requires no coding.



















Is there support available if I need help?

Of course! Our support team is happy to help you out if you have any questions. Just open a support ticket and one of our managers will get back to you.

What payment methods do you support?

You can use PayPal, Visa, MasterCard, American Express to pay for wpDataTables. Get in touch with us if you would like to use a different payment method.

What is included with the subscription?

Depending on the chosen plan, the subscription allows installing and using the plugin on one or multiple domains, provides the auto-update functionality, monthly updates with the new features, and access to our premium support system.

Do you have a trial version?

We do not provide a trial version, but we do provide 15-day money back guarantee for new subscriptions. Also, there is a free limited version available on WordPress.org.

Will the product stop working if I don’t renew my subscription?

The product will remain functional, and neither you nor your customers will lose any data. You will however not be able to receive monthly updates and will not be able to access the support system.

Will I be able to upgrade the Basic license to a higher-tier one?

Of course! Just contact us and we will help you with the upgrade. You will only need to pay the difference.
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This is great product. Our company lives on reports and WpData Tables gives us the ability to give our staff views that they can filter and export on the fly. The customer support is very helpful and responsive.




Charlieapple

1 month ago
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wpDataTables has been a wonderful solution for us! We were already very impressed with the capabilities of the plugin right out of the box. TMS-plugins worked with us to customize it especially for our needs. The customizations allowed us to create an intuitive interface for clients, for input and editing data. Customer support and responsiveness is second to none. wpDataTables is simply a great product.




Sara Woodmansee

1 month ago









Purchase wpDataTables













All wpDataTables plans come with:
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Advanced filtering
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Very large (millions of rows) tables support.
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Foreign key table relations support.
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Unlimited front-end editable tables.
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Ability to create large tables from WP Admin.
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Support for 3 chart engines and 40+ chart types.
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Google Spreadsheet, Excel, JSON, XML, CSV tables support
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Conditional Formatting - highlighting of cells based on content.
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Unlimited connections to MySQL, MS SQL, PostgreSQL servers support.

















And many more features 













Save up to 60%
with our exclusive bundles! Get more value for your money. 

Get bundles now!
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Limited time offer

If you are from a country where VAT or GST applies, a VAT/GST charge will be added to the transaction.








up to 40% off






Basic Lifetime







$**




$**






$**



1 domain

Lifetime premium support and Lifetime updates


Buy Now

Buy wpDataTables only
Get more discounts in a Bundle





	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support









up to 50% off






Basic







$**




$**






$**



1 Domain / Year

1 year of premium support and monthly updates

Buy Now

	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support
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3 domains

Lifetime premium support and Lifetime updates


Buy Now

Buy wpDataTables only
Get more discounts in a Bundle
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3 Domains / Year

1 year of premium support and monthly updates

Buy Now

	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
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	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support















up to 50% off






Developer







$**




$**






$**



Unlimited Domains / Year

1 year of premium support and monthly updates

Buy Now

	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support
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Developer Lifetime
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Unlimited domains

Lifetime premium support and Lifetime updates


Buy Now

Buy wpDataTables only
Get more discounts in a Bundle





	HighChart Stock
	Folders / Categories
	Unlimited Tables
	Unlimited Charts
	Conditional Formatting
	Database support
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But first!


Subscribe to our Newsletter 

Be the first to learn about updates and new features. 

Once you have provided your email address, the download will commence shortly





Email Address *


Subscribe and Download


Please do not fill in this field. 
 


By continuing, I accept Privacy Policy and T&C
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Thank you! 


If your download hasn't started yet, please click the download button to initiate it. 


Download 




Done 
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PURCHASE ABORTED 


What Happened? 







We are interested in why you decided to cancel your purchase:I am just lookingThe purchase proccess is too complicatedI don’t want to provide my email addressThe product is too expensiveI will purchase at a later timeOther reason


Provide more information (optional):







Send Message


Please do not fill in this field. 
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Thank you! 


Your message has been sent. Your opinion is very valuable to us. 


Done 
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New wpDataTables 6.2 Version

Folders/Categories for tables and charts, WCAG compatibility, New global time format with seconds, and more.






	

View all new features 
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